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DIGITAL
BY DESIGN

CENTRAL BANK DIGITAL CURRENCIES ARE MOVING UP THE AGENDA,
THANKS TO ADVANCING TECHNOLOGY AND COVID-19.
NARESH AGGARWAL LOOKS AT THEIR DESIGN FEATURES AND PRACTICALITIES
In the space of a few
short months, the subject
of central bank digital
currencies (CBDCs) has moved
from an academic abstraction
to an important question in
central bank boardrooms
around the world.
In addition to looking
for a response to Libra, the
digital currency proposed by
Facebook, the practicalities
of rapidly distributing cash to
citizens as part of government
responses to a pandemic
have made the introduction
of CBDCs a strong likelihood.
The key question is not ‘if’,
but ‘when and where’ a CBDC
will be introduced.
According to Impending
Arrival, a recent report from
the Bank for International
Settlements (BIS)1, 80% of
the world’s central banks are
working on launching their own
digital currency. In addition, 10%
of central banks had developed
pilot projects, and banks that
collectively represent 20% of
the world’s population said they
were likely to issue CBDCs in
the next few years.

So, what are CBDCs and
how do they affect treasurers,
if at all?

Pinning down CBDCs

There is no common definition
of a CBDC, as the term
refers to a range of possible
designs and policy choices.
It is a concept that brings
together computer science,
cryptography, payments
systems, banking, monetary
policy and financial stability.
The Bank of England defines
a CBDC as an electronic, fiat
liability that can be used to
settle payments or as a store of
value. It is in essence electronic
central bank, or ‘narrow’, money.
Most treasurers will be
familiar with the concept of
electronic money, since they
process large-value payments
to support borrowings,
investments and currency
transactions. The main area
of innovation would be for
the retail market.
CBDCs can share many of the
same characteristics of existing
examples of money, as the
following diagram shows.
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Money is typically based on
one of two basic technologies:
tokens of stored value or
accounts. Cash and many digital
currencies are token based,
whereas balances in reserve
accounts and most forms of
commercial bank money are
account based. Token-based
money relies on the ability of
the payee to verify the validity
of the payment object (for
example, the coin) and to

avoid counterfeits (or in the
digital world identify whether
the token has already been
spent). Account money
depends on the ability to verify
the identity of the account
holder, and here a key concern
is identity theft, which allows
perpetrators to transfer or
withdraw money from accounts
without permission.
Digital central bank
money is at the centre of the

CBDCs

money flower. The taxonomy
distinguishes between three
forms of CBDCs (the dark-grey
shaded area in the diagram).
Two forms are token based
and the other is account based.
The two token-based versions
differ by who has access – the
wholesale or the retail market.
In the account-based version
the central bank provides
general-purpose accounts
to all participants.

Design decisions

In its report the BIS lists five key
components that central banks
will need to consider when
designing their own CBDC.
1. Availability – Currently,
access to digital central bank
money is limited to central
bank operating hours. CBDCs
could be available 24/7 or
during non-standard hours
to accommodate a migration
or test plan – or for another
specific reason (such as
a pandemic).
2. Anonymity – Token-based
CBDC can offer different
degrees of anonymity similar
to private digital tokens. The
central bank has to balance
concerns such as money
laundering, financing of
terrorism and privacy.
3. Transfer mechanism – The
transfer of cash is conducted
on a peer-to-peer basis, while
central bank deposits clear
through a central bank, which
acts as an intermediary. CBDC
may be transferred either on
a peer-to-peer basis or through
an intermediary, which could be
the central bank, a commercial
bank or a third-party agent.
4. Interest-bearing – As with
other forms of digital central
bank liabilities, it is possible
to pay interest (positive or
negative) on both token- and
account-based CBDCs. The
interest rate on CBDC can be
used to either encourage or
discourage demand for CBDC.
Both non-interest-bearing and
interest-bearing accounts could
be used for retail or wholesale
payment transactions.

5. Limits or caps limits
on the use or holdings of
CBDCs can be used as a
way of controlling undesirable
consequences or to steer
usage in a certain direction.
For example, they could make a
CBDC less useful for wholesale
rather than retail payments.
The table (right) provides
a comparison between CBDCs
and existing central bank money.

Are CBDCs
cryptocurrencies?

CBDCs are expected to
be fundamentally different
to cryptocurrencies or
cryptoassets, such as Bitcoin.
Most cryptoassets are privately
issued and are not considered
money because they are:
• typically too volatile to
be a reliable store of value;
• not widely accepted as
a means of exchange; and
• not used as a unit of account.
Some privately issued
cryptoassets, known as
‘stablecoins’ (such as Libra), aim
to provide stability by backing
the coin with one or a basket
of assets (such as markettraded currencies). However,
there have been issues over the
collateral backing stablecoins
with problems at Tether2 being
an example of the effects of
a lack of transparency.
The UK CBDC would
represent a new risk-free
form of digital sterling, issued
by the Bank of England and
therefore performing all the
essential functions of money
without increasing any of
the risks associated with
other cryptoassets.

What are the benefits
of a CBDC?

Central banks have been
looking into CBDCs to
achieve the following:
• Supporting a resilient
payments landscape by
providing an alternative
payment infrastructure;
• Avoiding the risks of new
forms of private money creation
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(such as Libra) by providing
a trusted alternative;
• Supporting competition,
efficiency and innovation in
payments by introducing a new
infrastructure that enables the
private sector to develop new
products and services;
• Meeting future payment needs
in a digital economy by building
a solution designed specifically
to support this new economy
that could, for instance, set up
rules-based payments (such
as the automatic routing of tax
payments at the point of sale);
• Improving the availability and
usability of central bank money
by enabling households to
hold central bank money and
therefore strengthening the
pass-through of monetary policy
changes to the wider economy;
• Addressing the consequences
of a decline in cash by ensuring
that lack of access to cash
did not restrict households
from undertaking financial
transactions (especially those
of low value); and
• As an enabler for more
efficient cross-border payments
if the different CBDCs were
to be linked together to
enable immediate and
transparent settlement.

What does this mean
for the treasurer?

At the moment, CBDCs remain,
like blockchain, more of a
concept rather than a reality.

However, the fact that the
European Central Bank, Bank
of France, People’s Bank of
China and Bank of England to
name but a few are all looking
into it means that treasurers
should at least be aware of
the topic. Significant sums
are being invested by both
the private as well as the public
sector, as the current costs
of running physical currency
is high. The Bank of Korea
spent approximately £40m
on producing coins in 2016.
As the number of different
stablecoins increases and
as central banks move from
proof of concepts to actual
delivery, treasurers will need
to understand these new
currencies and assess the
benefits to their business, their
customers and their suppliers,
and determine the impact on
their own payment, accounting
and reconciliation systems and
processes. The lead time to
implementing many of these
changes is long. Nevertheless,
treasurers should add CBDCs
to their horizon-scanning
activities now.
1 bis.org/publ/bppdf/bispap107.pdf
2 coindesk.com/big-fail-tether-mightstill-cryptos-ticking-time-bomb
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